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Issue 624

ampus
Board Alters
MU's Admissions

Three Sworn In;
UM C Draws Fire

by Shawn M. Foppe
associate news editor

' by Shawn M. Foppe
associate news editor

High enrollments at UM·Columbia are expected to
affect the admissions standards for the University of Missouri. At the .Board of Curators meeting field here last
Thursday, Chancellor Haskel Monroe of the Columbia
campus noted that enrollments in the freshmen class of
1989 at UM-Columbia are expected to be 500-1000 higher
than the university can accommodate. Monroe blamed
this apparent "embarassment of riches" on two key
items.
.
The campus' retention rate of students had risen from
74 percent to 79 percent over the last four years. Their
'goal is 80 percent. A higher retention rate would .cause
class sections to close quicker and fewer unoccupied
dorms.
High school stUdents are planning to attend state
institutions more often as cuts to student aid forces them
out of many higher priced institutions. Applications from first-time freshmen have risen 36
percent at UM-Colurribia over last year.
Monroe said that the university would be doing taxpayers a disservice to allow a student to enroll and not be
able to give him. appropriate class schedules or dorm
rooms. Last fall, all available dorms were full. The
university has ent'e red irito an agreement with Stephen 's
College to use one of three vacant residence halls to
accomodate incoming freshmen.
Monroe said that he didn't know whether the influx of
students represents a permanent situation or a temporary trend .

Ceremony and celebration marked the beginning of the .
Board of Curators Meeting last Thursday as Board President Edwin S. Turner swore in Carrie Francke, Webb R.
,Gilmore and John P. Lichtenegger as curators. UM-St.
Louis hosted the meeting.
.. -

Scott Brandt
I SWEAR: Board President Edwin S. Turner swore in John P. Lichtenegger, Carrie Francke and
Webb R. Gilmore at the Board of Curators' meeting Jan. 26. The Board later made weighty decisions
concerning admissions and the Mark Twain project.

John P. Li c.htenegger , a curator from Jackson, felt that
the university should accomodate all students applying
that meet the academic standards currently required. He
felt that this should be accomplished by renting all three
of the resid~nce halls at Stephen's , cancelling some sabbat-icals in order to open up more sections of freshmen
classes and by tapping the services of some retired
faculty members in the Columbia area.

Monroe said that only one of the three residence halls
at Stephen's were suitable to the needs of the university.
He went on to say that he thought the amount of growth
would result in negative impact at Columbia pointing out
the pro blems Rolla is still recovering from when their
enrollments peaked sev eral years ago. He said, "the

. Francke attended the UM-Columbia campus, graduating from the School of Journalism in 1976 and the School
of Law in 1981. She is a general law practitioner in the
Columbia area. Francke is 34 years old and single .
Gilmore graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy with
a B.S. in mathematics in 1966. He graduated from the
School of Law at UM-Columbia in 1973. He is a partner in
the firm Gilmore and Bell, which specializes in
municipal bonds and securities. He is 44, married and
lives in Kansas City.
Lichtenegger attended th e UM-Columbia campus
receiving a B.A. in Political Scienece in 1969 and a Juris
Doctor degree in 1972. He is activ e in Boy Scouting and
other 'civic activities. He has developed several real
estat e proje cts in the Jackson area, where he lives , and is
a partner in a law firm. He is considered an expert on
agricultural law. He is 41 years old and married. This is
his second term.
Curators are appo inted by the governor for six-year
terms. One curator is apPOinted from each of Missouri 's
congressional districts.

See MU, page 2
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Study Says Profs
Overpaid, Lazy

Money
Francis A. Batton and Tom C.
Bedard each recently received
scholarships from UM-St. Louis.
. Bato.n, a j uni or , was awa£oo(\ a
$1.700 scholarship donated by the
-nited Handicapped Workers.
The sch olarship. which was recent! . established to cover a handicapped st udent's educational
expenses , will be awarded each
year. Applicants wrejudged on their
academic credentials, final}cial
nee d
and
certified
physical
handicap.
Batto n. 40 , has difficulty with
vision. hearing and memory as the
result of a brain tumor that was successfully removed in 1973. He currently ~aintains an overall 3.7
gr ade point average. When he
graduates with a bachelor'S degree
in sociology in May. 1989, Batton
sait' s he will have fulfilled a lifelong
aqJbition to gain a higher education.
He then pl ans to pursue his master's
deg ree in sociology and work in the
rehabilitation
of
juvenile
offenders.
United Handicapped Workers is a
member of the American Handicapped Workers Association,
headquartered in Nashville. Tenn.
The United Handicapped Workers
scholarship is one of more that 20
similar funds established by AHEAmember companies at colleges and
universities across the country.
Bedard , a sophomore chemistry
major at UM-St. Louis, was awarded
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN: What looks like a kaleidoscope is actually the bare-boned structure of
the Eric G. Brunngraber undergradthe spiral staircase in Thomas Jefferson Library, from floor to ceiling. The staircase should be
uate Research Fellowship by the
finished in April.
UM-St. Louis Department of
Chemistry. Bedaed was selected for
his academic achievements and his
statement of research interests.
A 1987 graduate of Parkway Central Senior High School and tbe first
recipient of the fellowship, Bedaed "The End, The Beginning of Life:
resistance movement who were preis also a curator's scholar and a
Dietrich Bonhoeffer was born in
The Prison Experience of Dietrich
m ember of the Pierre Laclede Honparing to assass inat e Hitler and
1906 in Breslau, Germany; the son of
ors Program.
overt hrow the az i government.
psychiatrist
Karl . Bonhoeffer" will be presented on
well-known
The fellowship was established in
Feb.7 in room 225. J.e. Penney at 11
Bonhoeffer.
memory of Eric C. Brunngraber,
a.m. The·. event is sponsored by
Bonhoefferbecame a theologian,
Bonhoeffer was arrest ed on Apr il
who was a chemist ry professor at
Alternative University and is free .
studying and later teaching at
5.1943. and spent the first 18 months
UM-St. Louis for more than 10
Berlin University , until forbidden to
of his confinement in the military
years.
do so by the National-Socialist
For Bonhoeffer, Christianity did
pris on at Teg el. During this time
The pu rpo e of the award is to
authorities in 1936. His books and
not remove him from the world , but
Bonhoeffer communicated through
e ncour age,qualifie d undergraduate
essays - among them "The Cust 0f
rather compelled him to become
letters, many of which now appear
chemistry stud ents to participate in ·Discipleship" and "Act and Being"
involved in the life of his country.
in "Letters and Pap€rs from
research and is' based on grade point
are
considered
classic
Despite his pacifistic convictions,
Prison."
average , potential for research and
statements of twentieth century
he became associated with political
Two attempts were made on
performance
in
completed
theology.
and military leaders in the German
Hitler's life, the final one on July 20,
coursework.

(CPS)- Professors who curl up by
the fireplace with this winter's new
book about what's wrong with
colleges
Charles
Sykes'
"Profs cam" - might end up thr owing it in. This hotly d ebated expos e
depi cts aca demians as overpaid,
underworked prima donnas who
"a lmost singlehandedly ... d estroyed
the university as a center for
learning."
College teachers , Sykes said, are
no good.
They have been made fat and
complacent by tenure, he charged,
which frees them to abandon thier
students in favor of chasing money
and prestige through office politicking, useless resear ch and big
grants.
"They have distorted univer sity
curriculums to accomodate their
own narrow and selfish interests,"
Sykes writes.
These interests are so trendy that
they produ ce " curriculums that look
like they were designed by a game
show host." Sykes added in an
interview.
To Sykes, profs are respons ible
for a variety of ills like "pseudoscience," "junkthink" and "tw ist(ing)
the ideals of academic freedom into
a system in which they are accontable to no one"
,. A lot of under grads go to some of
t.he most pretigious universiti es in
the country, like the University of
Michigan, Berkeley , even Harvard ,
based on the reputations of their
professors ," Sykes said.
"What they find is something very
different from what they and their
parents have been led to expect.

They think they 'll be learning at the
feet of those professors and what
they find is, if they see those professor s at all, it's a blur in the parking lot. "
Sykes- maintained it can all be
changed by eliminating tenure.
Such a proposal , naturally, is not
without detractors. Sykes ' idea,
noted Jonathan Knight of the
American Association of University
Professors (AAUP), would destroy
academic freedom.
"Sykes says eliminating tenure
will keep everybody on their toes,"
Knight said . "More likely it'll keep
everybody on their knees."
Many of the ages ' greatest thinkers - from Socrates to Jesus to
Galileo to Freud to even certain
scholars during the McCarthy era in
the United States - lost jobs,
money, reputations and even their
liv E:s for pursuing ideas that the
political or religious leaders of
their day found offensive.
Tenure came about as a way to
protect them and the masses of
more anonymous college teachers
from the political whims of
administrators, who might otherwise succumb to community pressures to punish professors engaged
in mi sunderstood or unpopular
research.
The author who wants to dump
tenure is, ironically, himself the son
of a professor, the late Jay G. Sykes,
who was a journalism professor at
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee.
"Profscam" grew out of the 1985
See NO GOOD, page 2

Life Of Slain Theologian To B e P resente d Here
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HEROES:
When the holdiday cheer is
over, what happens to the
needy?

See page 3

1944. Both failed and eventually
enough incriminating evidence was
gathered by the Gestapo to convict
Bonhoeffer and other members of ·
the conspiracy.
Dietrich
Bonho effer
was
executed by the Nazis at Flossenbu rg Co ncentration Camp on April
9. 1945. several days before it was
liber ated by American troops.
A senior at the Candler School of
Theology at Emory Universit.y,
actor Michael Shannon brings more

SATURDAY
MAIN EVENT:

NIGHT'S

Both benches cleared last
Saturday as a fight broke out
between the Rivermen and
the
Mules
of
Central
Missouri State.

See page 5

than fifteen years of thea tical experien ce to the role of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. Shannon holds an
M.F.A. in Theatre from the University of North Caroli na at Chapel Hill
and ha s performed profess ion ally
throughout the South east.
In the words of playwright David
hope that thi s performance will allow you to catch a
gli mps of Bonhoeff~r's profound
paSSion and com mitment to his faith
and the world"

w. Newton, "r

CAMPUS REMINDER

February is National
~frican-American

month.

{
I.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7

• The Newma.p House presents Catholic mass at 12:30 p.m . in 266
University Center.
'

FRIDAY, FEBRUA RY 3
• The Newman House Catholic Student Center presents communion service and scriptural prayer at noon in 266 University
Center.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
• Basketball: Riverwomen irs . Northeast Missouri State Univer-

sity in the Mark Twain Building at 5:30 p .m., followed by Riverman vs. Northeast Missouri State University at 7:30 p.m.

• Larry Schlereth, vice-chancellor for administrative services,
is holdin..g- open office hours today and every Tuesday from ·l to 3
p.m. Anyone is free to stop by, withoJ.!t an appointment, if there is
any way he might be of help.
.The Women's Center presents '~Maids and Madams" , a..program filmed in South Afrjca which examines the tragedy of
Apartheid for black women. The film \vill be shown at 11 a.m. 2
p .m. and 7 p.m.
• '·The End, 'The Beginning of Life: The Prison Experiences of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer" will be presented at 11 a.m. in 225 J.C. Pen ney. It wi1l also be presented at 7:30 p .m . .at Washington University in 201 Duncker Hall. Admission is free and the public is
invited. For more information cont.a ct Roger N. Jespersen at 385-

3000.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
• The Women's Center presents "Leadership Training for
Women' , an intensive one-day workshop on giving and getting
feedback goalsetting and other topics relevant to women considering a position of le~dership. Pre-registration is required.
Cal! 553-5380 or 553-5711 .
.

eThe Newman House presents Catholic mass and complimentary eats ~t noon in 266 University Center.
.

e The UM-St. Louis Career Planning and Placement Office is
sponsoring a career workshop for seniors and graduates titled
" Effective Job Interviews" . The workshop is being held February
6 through February 10 at 12:16-1 p.m. in 335 Woods HalL Please
register at 308 Woods HalL

• Make your experience count. Learn career planning ~d
resume writing as the SNEA presents Margaret O' Connor and
Ann Wagner in the Marillac Conference Room at 7:00 p.m. Refreshments and attendance prize.
.

MU
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Higher education must be
prepared to meet tth~ needs of
the 21st century; iUM -SL Louis
Chancellor Marguerite Barnett
s aid in testimony to the Missouri Senate Appr.opriations
committee,
Barnett said tbat colleges
and universities ffiliS it meet the
need for enhanced r,e search
and superior teaching, Higher
education must contribute t o
the well-being of the state and
enhance economi c
de ve lopment.
Barnett suggested four commitments for higher educa tion ,
The first commitment must be
made to strengthen the state
through support of university
efforts to enhance productiv ity .
Barnett said. She said that this
can be s t be accomplished
through restoration of targeted
progr a ms that are designed to
enhance economic development and focus state
res ources.

DOD
Secondary teachers seeking
practical approaches to teach-

ing economics are invited to
eriroll in a course offered by
UM-St. Louis.
Economic Issues for the
School Curriculum: Economics
and Advanced Placement
(Econ 310) will meet from 5 to
8:30 p.m . on 'Tuesdays, February'7 through April 18 on the
UM-St. Louis campus .
David C. Williams.
curriculum director Of the UMSt. Louis Center for Economi c
Education , will teach the cl ass .
Fee fo,r the course is $211.50
(plus $8.50 for parkingoawI
$13.35 for student activities).
The course me e ts Missou.ri
state requirements for reimbursement under prov isions of
the E xc ellen ce in Education
Act. For thos e teachers who
are not eligible for reimbursement f~ the state, the Missouri Council on Education w}Jl
provide reimburseme.nt for
two-thirds of the course fee.
Thee course may be taken for
three hours grad~ate credit. '
For more information. and to
register; call Br,enda Shannon
at 553 -5 961.

from page 1

quality would not be affected positively ifwe got lar ge r ...
but if we got better. "
Board President Edwin Turner of Chillicothe said he
thought the university sbould teach youth a lesson about
procrastination and when enrollme nt s were full , then
they would turn away the rest of the applicants. "It is a
lesson that most people don't learn until they are adult s,"
said Turner. He also said that .he thought Missouri
residents should be given priority over out-of-state
students. Most of the board differed on. th at point.
however.
Eva Louise Frazer M.D .. a curator from St. Louis
ex pressed dismay over how the proposed admissions
change would adversely affect minority students. She
referred to the fact that th e university had been directed
by the U.S. Office of Civil Rights to improve minority
enrollment and retenti on ,
The proposed change would have affected only 12
students currently enrolled as freshmen at lIM-Columbia
currently. Only one of those twelve maintained adequate
academic standards this past fall. The board agreed that
minority
students
would
be
given
special
consideration.
The board discussed and a pproved a temporary change
in admissions policies at the Columbia campus only. All
qualified applicants applying before March 1, 1989 will be
guaranteed a position on the fall class. Qualified
applicants who apply March 1 or later will be guaranteed
a position if tbey are in the top half of their graduating
class or in the top half of the ACT scorers. They will also
be guaranteed a position 'if they are a minority or are

CURATORS

receiving an academic or athletic SCholarShip.
Those applicants not meeting the criteria set by the board
would be sent a letter that tells them they will not be
notifi ed until May 15 if the university can accomodate
them or not.
Michael S. Dodig, student representative to the board
and a student at UM-Kansas City approved of the plan
saying, "they're not forced out onto the street and forced
to flip hamburgers for the rest of their life."
.
Qualified applicant who are turned away for Fall, 1989
will be guaranteed a place in the Winter semester.
The pr oblems in Columbia renew ed pleas from various
curators that the university system should rethink its
admissions policy. Lichtenegger said that he wanted the
authority to set adm issions standards for the fresbmen
class returned to the Board of Curators. Currently the
policy is set jointly by all four campuses through their respective governing faculty organization.
"Presentl y. the s um of a student's high school r ank pc-rcentil and aptitude examination percentile (ACT, SAT.
SCAT) must be 75 or greater. The UM-St. Louis Senate
reccomm ended that those standards remain the same at
a meeting held last October.
Some cu rators suggested that UM-Columbia set higher
standards than the rest of the university system. Otber
curators felt th at the standards should be consistent for
all four cam pus es .
Calling UM-St. Louis "the people's university ," ChancelJor Margu er ite Barnett, quoted Frost's "The Road Not
Taken" going on to say that she felt the St.Louis campus

may differ from the Columbia campus in how it handled
its rise in freshmen applications.
" Since this campus is still relatively young and public
higher education is late in tbe coming to St. Louis , I feel
that our goal should be to grow to serve the people of St.
Louis." Barnett said.
Donald H. Driemeier, dean of the School of Business ,
gave a presentation to the curators demonstr ating that
lower admission standards do not necessarily affect th e
academic results of an institution. Although many busi ness schools require stUdents to maintain a 2.5 average or
bigher, the School of Busines s only requires students to
maintain a 2.0 average. This would seem to adversely
affect the quality of the graduates yet UM-St. Louis
accounting majors passed all portions of the CPA exam
more often than other colleges or universities on the
first attempt.

Peter. H. Ra ve n. another curator from St. Louis and
Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee said that
Chancellor Barnett said," The issue goes to the heart of
higber admissions standards at Columbia, "may look like wbat. we are as a land grant university ... I feel that all four
a loss in prest ige to the otber campuses. But I don·t think campuses should have the same standards for
, admissions ."
that is neces sarily so "
The inevitable change in academic standard s at UMThe board directed the four chancellors to have their
Columbia seem to catch adminstrators here off-guard.
reccomendations ready for the May board meeting. At
Blanche Touhill. Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs that time, the curators will vote on w hether admissions
said she was not aware that the Board of Curators was policies for the four campuses shcmld remain t he same.
co nsidering altering the admission standards of the four change togetber or change separately. The stand ards
campu ses separately .
. must be decided at tlilat meeting since the Bullet in
Jane WilUamson, profess or of English and cbair of the governing Fall , 1990 will be published ove r the
Senate Committee on Academic Affairs said she feels summ er .

NO GOOD

Gellder:

from page 1

The celebration that m arked the be ginn ing of the m eet- The !VIRI would be supplied by Siemens, Inc. of St,
ing soon turned to debate as several of the curators attac- Lou is . ,
ked programs and costs of the medi cal school in
Francke pointed out the all three hospitals in the Boone
Columbia , after Les Bryant, new dean of t he School of County area would own an MRI an d that she understood
that that was unusual.
Medicine, gave what was to be an informational report.
Kummer repeated his requests that the board look into
Fred Kummer, a curator from st. Luuis , said he had
information that health costs at University Hospital and health care in Columbia.
Clinic UIVlCHC were approximately 30 p<:rcent hig her
Lichtenegger express~d dism ay at the lack of cooperathan in the rest of the state. The hospital and clinic are tion between UlIiICHC and the ot her two hospitals in
part of the Columbia campus and home t o the School of the area.
Frazer pointed out that MRls a re becoming commonMedicine. He challenged Bryant to look into comp ensation ofthe staff at the hospita l a nd to report to the board at place in ho spitals due to the fact that they diagnose
neurological disorders that other proce duares can't. She
t heir next meeting in March,
Eva Louise Frazer, M.D., another curator from st. 'add ed that while the other hospital s in the area would
Louis , pointed out that since the passing of the Med- ag ree to see patients from UMCHC, residents of the hosAssist Bill, private hospital and health care providers no pital were only allowed to watch pro cedures and could not
longer hada problem denying care to indigent patients . actively paticipate in them . She said this training was
Dean Bryant said he fe lt the other two hospitald in critical for residents physici ans attending t he
Boone County, which includes Col umbia. were not doing university.
Other board members said tbat the university should
their part to treatthe indigent ,
Board President Turner said that without exact figures 'h ave had the piece of equipment first since it is a teaching
on cos t of health care , the boar d should delay discussion hospital. Kummer disagreed , saying that he was sure the
doctors at the other hospitals thought that they should
or action until the March meeting.
On Friday, the board vot ed on a contract for the have had the MRI first.
The board approved the acquisition, with Lichtenegger
purchase . delivery and installation of a magnetic
resonance imager (M Rl) for an estimated $4.1 million. voting'no and Kummer abstaining.

MONEY

IN

Students
Form For
Eq uality
The Student Association for
Gender Equality (SAGE) will
ho ld an informational meeting
F eb. 15. The association, form ed
in December, define s as i,t s purpose: . " to promote gender
equality and feminist values."
According to a group spokesperson, the asseciaii on . als~.
R'Opes to provide programming,
made availible through ftindrals:
~!I,g, to increase student a.w·cf;e'ness ' of gender .. i~sRe,s _
meeting wHl lYe " field 'in
Wom~n's ®Center at.-: 2::W:
'.'
:t' .. ".
v-
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senior Sykes accused his colleagues
of poor work habits.
"It generated a gigantic response," the younger Sykes , who is a
journalist, recalled . "The letters
and calls indicated that this thing
bad touched a nerve. Tbe administration and lots of faculty (at the
University
of
WisconsinMilwaukee) were outraged. But
some faculty, students and parents
said 'Yeah, this is a,b solutely cor, / rect.' "
After his father 's death , Sykes set
out to develop the article into a
book, and, in the process, came to
focus on the quality of college
teaching.
.
He found that most professors
teach only 7 1/2 to 9 hours a week.
They leave instructing and guiding
students to grad assistants, who,
Sykes said, now comprise a " bitter
academic underclass" often to
foreigners
who
can't
speak
understandable English.

"If you're a computer scientist
earning $50,000 a year at a university without tenure,"
Knigbt
hypothesised, "why would you stay
when you can go to the Silicon Valley
and get $100,000 and also don't have '
to bave tenure?"
Robert Kreiser, also of the AA UP.
added Sykes' correct estimate that
professors spend less than nine
hours ' a week teaching, "misrepresents the workload."
Professors, Kreiser said, spend a
lot more time "preparing for
classes, meeting with students,
researching." While a professor at
the University of Rochester,
Kreiser said he worked between "40
and 60 hour.s a week."
,
But even Knight conceded talented professors are dismissed when
they fail to devote as much time to
research and publishing as their
tenured colleagues . . "Sometimes
the v.ery ' finest teachers are let ·
go."

JO BS! JOBS! 'JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!
UM-ST.LOUIS STUDENTS

A

HURRY!

that it is imperative that the university have the same
academic criteria for admissions. Sbe ,s,aid that each
campus having separate admissions policies would
change the nature of the University of Mi ssouri as a land
grant university.
Mimi LaMarca, Registr.a r and Director of Admissions
said, " I would personally .'nate to see us have separate
admissions poliCies because we ar.e the University of
Missouri." She went on to say that she thought the Columbia campus was going to h.a ve to compromise .in order for
all four campuses to maintain consistent standards.
Wben asked if she thought that the admissions standards
at UM-St. Louis should change if the curators authorize
the changes tbat UM-Columbia will seek. she indicated
that she thought tbe current standards here should be
maintained. She added, ··Ithinkwe are more interested in
access because we are in an urban a rea ."

YOU HAVE:Communication skills, Enthusiasm and
a Quick Mind.
WE OFFER: Professional Training, Public Relations
Experience, and a Friendly Enjoyable Work
Atmosphere.

You can get money in
a hurry by simply writing
a check when you have

Automatic Credit
. at Normandy 8alJ k.
Call for details today! \
7151 Natural Bridge
51. Louis, MO 63121
(314) 383-5555

Member FDIC

~S&~.~~~~~~ss~~~ss~~~~·~~ss~~ss~~ss~~ss~~

YOU CAN: Earn up to $6.00 an"hour plus incentives
and bonuses, work 2-4 nights a week, and gain experience for your future.
COM MU NICATOR POSITIONS ARE NOW
OPEN PHONING UNIV,ERSIT¥ OF
MISSOURI
GRADUAlJES!!!
.
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Betting Husted For Creative Parking

By Leigh Rubin

looking for. We're thinking of doing
a feature on the campus police,"

'Young lady,· it looks like it's going to be an
expensive semester.'

~'A..- - - idea to pay 10 bucks a semester for
oiiiIiiiiiillil_...._ the best possible parking while all

in a hurry, I pulled into the first
available spot, which happened to
the other fools pay 35 big ones to
be Faculty/Staff. . .
park in Timbuktu .
.
Oh well, I was just going to grab a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Needless to say, I'm not one of · portable computer and leave. On
. by Laura Berardino
those folks.
second thought, I don't need two
associate features editor
Monday marked the en\! of grace
tickets in one day.
period for not receiving parking
Once again the pink slip found
In life you'll meet twd kinds of violations. Walking to my car that
itself under my windshield wiper.
people - the ones that get away with afternoon, the lovely pink slip was
Beep. Beep. I wasn't three steps
anything and the ones that get bus- waving to me from beneath my
from the car when Officer Friendly
ted
for
conSidering
a windshield wiper. I'm not sure if I
nailed me. '
mi~demeanor.
was busted for creative parking or
"Younglady, it looks like it going
The ones that get away with any- lack of a permit.
to be an expensive semester for
thing are students that get one parkApplauding myself for the first . you ,"
ing violation a semester then use it ticket of the year (I recieved more
A quicker journalist would haye
as their "parking permit" for the than four last year) I proceeded to
flashed her baby greens and cooed,
. rest of the term. It's not such a bad drive to the Current's. office. Being
"Why Officer, just the person I wa~

Attention Graduatin·g Seniors
Planning To Attenti
Graduate Or Professional School

But members of the second
category of peopl e don't pull things
off like that. I stammered out an
explanation that I was just rtlnning
in to pick up something. t tried to tell
him that I was really a good girl and
normally didn't try these things. But
the evidence was pretty damning.

/

To make a long story shprt, I
didn't receive a second ticket that
day. After promisi,ng never to do it
again I got off with a warning. (I've
probably got a marked car now.)
Other Journalists may have used
this incident to bitch about the three
percent increase in enrollment but
zero percent increase in parking. Or
how students should be commended
-i nstead of fined for finding unusual
parking spaces such as around the
edges of the lots._
But like I said, I'm not like the
rest.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. The Essential Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill Waterson.
(Andrews & McMeel, $12.95.) More Calvin & Hobbes cartoons.

The UM-St. Louis Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi
National Honor Society

2. The Bonfire of the Vanities, by Tom Wolfe. (Bantam, $4.95.)
Lust greed and Ihe American way of life in the '80s.

will nominate a graduating senior for one of
fifty $6,000 Fellowships offered
by the honor society

4. The Far Side Gallery 3, by Gary Larson. (Andrews &McMeel,
$10.95.) Selected cartoons from three previous collections.

-

-----_.----- ---

3. The Tommyknockers, by Stephen King. (Signet/NAL, $5.95.)
The latest by the "King" of horrors.

5. Beloved, by Toni Morrison. (Plume/NAL, $8.95.)
Profoundly affecting chronicle of slavery and its aftermath.

Criteria Considered:

6. The Cat who came for Christmas, by Cleveland Amory.
(Penguin $6.95.) Amory's life with a stray.

Outstanding Scholarship
High Grade Point Average
High Standardized Test Scores
(GRE, GMAT, LSAT)

7. Separated at Birth?, by Spy Magazine, Eds.
(Doubleday. $6.95,) Unlikely lookalikes.

-------------------

8. Tales too Ticklish to Tell, by Berke Breathed.
(Little, Brown, $7.95.) More of Bloom County.

----~----~-----------

9. The Power of Myth, oy Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers.
(Doubleday, $19,95.) How mythology illuminates stages of life.

Leadership Ability

10. The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger, by Stephen King.
(Plume/NAL, $10.95.) Young man's pursuit of an evil force.

Participation in Universtiy
and Community Organizations
Academic Standing of University
Chosen for Graduate Study
Students Who Believe They May Meet These Criteria
Can Obtain Applications From:

Dr. Sally Fitzgerald, Chapter Secretary
Center for Academic Development

507 Tower or 553-5198,

Dr. Anita McDonald, Chapter President
324 Lucas Hall or 553-5879 (]Jirl'1Intutr.tnrtPtynf
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
FEBRUARY 17, 1989

\~\ 1.(apva 11tt

+

Current Editor Needed For '89-'90
School Year

The Zenith Data Systems
SupersPort Model 20
Suggestec retail price $4999.00
SPECIAL STUDENl PRICE:

$2799.00

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YO U TO AN
OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS!

The Senate Student Publications Committee is now accepting applications forthe position of editor of the Cu rrent for the
_upcoming academic year.
The editor is responsibleforthe overall administration of the
newspaper and setting editorial policy.
The following application guidelines have been set:
• Applications may be picked up in the Current office in room
1 of the Blue Metal Office Building located near the intersection of East and Mark Twain drives on the north side of
campus.
• Return the application by March 9 to the Current office
along with a cover letter, clips, references and letters of
recomendation in a sealed envelopE>. The applications will be
turned into the Chair of the Publications Committee for their
evaluation and selection of the editor.
• Prepare a detailed evaluation of the Current and a fiveminute oral presentation for the committee interview to be
scheduled after the application deadline.

Final

Deadline
March 9!

Is

We know your schedule is busy. That's why we're bringing our
Zenith Data Systems Computer Center to your campus.
Stop by our Open House in between classes or whenever
you get some time. Sit down and experience the performance of
a wide range of Zenith Data Systems computers - from batterypowered portables to advanced AT desktops. You'll see why
Zenith Data Systems personal computers are among the preferred
PC's on campus as well as at the office.
So, on the way to your next class, stop by the Zenith Data
Systems Campus Open House and test a wide range of computer
systems for yourself, including the one shown here . They're all
available at incredible student prices during this special Open
House. See you there!
A Zenith Data Systems Campus Demonstration Will
Be Held At This Location:

- 80C88 microprocessor
- Modular configuration that adapts to your
computing style
- Lightweight, economical portability
- Detachable battery and AC adapter
. recharger
-Intelligent Power Management" to
control battery consumption for hours o~
non-stop operation
- MS- DOS"" for PC/XT soft,l'are
compatibility
- 640K RAM - expandable to 1.64MB
- Dazzling back-lit LCD screen for superior
readability in a CRT-size display
-Ideal for large spreadsheets, word
processing and flexible desktop' Yfmm~'npal
anywhere on campus.
'. MS- DOS is a re~ish:'rf'd tradrmar\.; of MiIT{lf>ofl enrp

WHERE: 126 J_C. PE N N EY BUILD IN G
,WHEN:
FEBR UA RY 27, 1989
1 PM -4PM
VISA., MasterCard An d Ze nith Data 'ystem~ Credit Cards Accepted.

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'
S~erja l ~tt(ing ~ff~r good nnly nn purrhases di rectly . ! hr()[tR~1 7.£'.nilh .Cutltarlls) Ils\rd abm'e ,by students. faculty and staff for tht'ir own use. No other
dlst ollnl s apply. Lim it One personal cn mpul r r an d nne mOlll tnr rwf Inrlmdual U1 an. . 12·moflth period. Pnrcs subjecl to chan'!€' without notice.
. - I ~Xx, Zenith Oata Systems
.
Form ~o. 1333
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Unsung Heroes: Those Who Recieve By Givin A Hand

ON GOLDEN POND: Christian Appalachian Protect campers on a canoeing expedition in the Kentucky Mountains, (Photo courtesy of Ruth McGinnis.)
" They aren 't just giving away
things. They're helping them (the
Appalachians)to help themselves."
Kathy DiSalvo states .
DiSalvo graduat ed in December
with a business m ajor. Two weeks
ago she went back to Appalachia for
a year,' to work on the Elder Care
Program.
"You wouldn't believe the amount
of loneliness - es pecially in the
rural areas. I look a t them and think,
'That could be me some day,' "DiSa1v 00 b s e rv e s.

NEXT ISSUE: Volunteers aid poor around the world. (Photo courtesy of Steve Prusik.)
by Laura Berardino
associate features editor
During the Christmas season , the
UM-St. Louis community donated
hundreds of canned goods to the
poor.
Bu t w hat happens to the needy
when the holidays are ov er? Their
problems don't m agically disappear. They ar e s till cold , hungry.
Some are homel ess.
There are many individuals and

group s on ca mpu s concerned with
the plight of the less for t unate.
These unsung heroes freel y give
their time to helping other s
throughou t the year. While s om e
may give a few hours a week, oth e r s
may give a few weeks year.
Ru th McGinnis , a recent l" :'I-St.
Loui s graduate , s pent July in t he
Appalachi a n Mountains at a s ummer camp for children from low
income families.
" Basically we ga ve th ese kids a
ch a nce to experience s om e thing s

th a t otherwise they wouldn't have
been able to such as canoeing camping and s'.\lmmlllg," McGinnis
st at es.
Christian Appala c hian Project,
CAP, isn 't just a s ummer camp. CAP
offers a wide range of assistance
programs to families in the Kentucky area. From Em e rgancy Assistance to Elder Care to Garden and
Seed projefts, to GED training,
volunteers heip thi s depressed secti on of the countr y s truggle to get
back on its feet:

Both women agree that they 'v e
gotten a lot out of volunteering.
" I get to give back to God some of
wh a t H e's given to me . It's not that
I'm overly religous. I just like people, " McGinnis says.
McGinnis' teaching job will allow
her to return to Appalachia this
summer. Atthis point in time, she
doesn 't ·know what her plans w hen
he r when her year of s erv ice is
ove r.
"I'm just taking things one day at a
time right now. I do know some sort
of volunteer work will always be a
part of my life," McGinnis add s .
Approximately three years ago a
group entitled the Big Mountain
Support Group was started on campu s by s tudents Mark Smith and

Tri s h Me ans. The purpose of thi s St.
Louis bllsed operation is support of
the Navajo Indians in Arizona by
donating food and other essentia ls .
Tr aditi onal N avajos were completel y self-sufficient until about
ten yea rs ago when big industrie s
put pressure on the government t o
use the reservation land for strip
mining. Hoping to reloca te the
tribe, and bowing to pres sure from
the coal industry, the local government passed a protective land bill
number 93531, which forc e d the
tribe to get rid of ninety p ercent of
the ir grazing cattle , whi ch is their
livelihood.
Steve Prusik got involved with the
program almost by accident.
" Professor Van Reidhead , chairman of the anthropology department. asked me to play some music
at one of their funct ions (Big Mountain Support Group). While I listened and s aw slid e s , something
inside me clicked . I ju s t wanted to
help," Prusick offers .
Currently Prusick makes a trip to
Arizona once a month with supplies
and
encouragement.
The
encouragement is for the Indians to
keep holding on until the legislation
can be revoked.

These are just a few exa mples of
how students can and do make a difference.These people aren't superman or have speci al t a lents .
··If you wa n t to volunteer. you
don· t have to have special talents or
languages . Just g iving yourself is
eoough ," stress e s Tom Wagner,
campus minis t e r of N ewman
House.
Newman House does projects on a
more lo cal leve l , such as gettin g
groups togeth e r on Saturdays to
we atheriz e hou s es in the cit y.
Roger J es pers on , campus minister for Wesleyan Foundation, get s
groups of s tud e nts from
M-S t.
Loui s . campus and Was hington
Universitys campus t.o serve Su nday m e als at Shalom House .
"W e d on't get as much supp or t
from this campus as we do from
Wash. Fs but we hope that c han g es
s oo n ." J esperson notes .
Last s emes ter some UM-SL Louis
e du'c at ion majors volunt eere d ti me
after s c ho ol helping at th e Me tro
Ministry building in the city.
Wesleyan Foundation and t he
Hillel Foundation are invo lved in
H a bitat for the Hum anit)', an
org anization which build s hous ing
in North St. Louis and East St.
Loui s .

1988: The Year Is Gone But The Music Lives On
by Loren Richard Klahs
book reviewer

The Rock Yearbook 1989
edited by Lloyd Bradley
(St. Mart in' s Press, 208
$15 .95 )

pgs.,

The ninth e dition of The Rock
Ye a rbook edited by Lloyd Bradley ,
reveals 1988 as a year filled with
dichot omy .
The mu s i c that sold in gigantic
proporti ons was not necessarily the
best music that the year had to
offer.
Lik ewise, s ome of the finer
ac compli s hm e nts of 1988 failed to
garnish s ignificant sales when compare d to ' th e c ommercial excesses
of t he day .
Th e a lbum that sold the most
copies in both America and Europ e
w as " F ai th ," by George Michael.
" Bad ," by Michael Jackson can·
tinu ed to churn out the hit s (" Le a ve
Me Alone ," " Di r ty Diana, " " The Way
Yo u Mak e Me Feel ," " I Ju s t Can 't
StopLov ingYou ,") ,andI NX Shitthe

charts in a big way with " Kick ," as
did Def Le ppard w ith " H ys teri a ."
Newcomers to the mu s ic s cene
s cored well with debut s .
Perhaps the most obviou s success
goes to Guns-N-Ros es for their
heavy metal debut "Appetite For
Destruction,"
Songs
like
" Welcome To The Jungl e, " " Sweet
Child 0' Mine " and " Par adi se Citv "
established this Los Angel es ba;~d
band as the hottest n ew e ntr y for
1988.
While Guns-N-Ros es was being
labeled as the best new band of the
y e ar, it is interesting to note that
th eir music has r o ots in the rock
s ty les of the seventies.
Jane 's Addiction , an other heavy
metal band , beg a n to create a lot of
no is e and critic a l ac cla im by the
year's end.
With their Led-Zeppelinesque
sounds and styl e , Jane's Addiction
will be the band to watch in 1989.
Speaking of Led Zeppelin , 1988
proved to be the ye a r of the Zeppelin
clones.
From the mega -success of
Whitesnak.e ("Still Of The Night,"

" Here 1 Go Again ," "Is This Love?' ')
to the less successful copycats like
Kingdom Come, it was obvious that
a vast marketplace still was in existence for this type of music .
While groups like Motley Crew
and Iron Maiden were disappointing

singer David Lee Roth both had succe ssful trips to the charts in the past
year with their LP's , " OU8l2 " and
aSky S.craper," respectively.
The same Gan be said of vintage
rock grou p Aerosmith. Songs like"Rag Doll" and " Dude Looks Like A

'The music that sold in
gigantic proportions was

not necessan y the est
music that the year had to ·
offer.'

in the p as t ye ar (in both critic al and
comm e rcial terms), others like
Guns-N-Roses and Jane's Addiction
were quick to pick up and run with
the form.
One of the best-selling s olo
album s of the past year , acco rding
to Th e. Ro c k Yearbook , bel ongs to
Robert Plant (former lead singer of
Led Zeppelin).
"Now And Zen" was planted firmly at the top of the album charts in
both America and Europe in the
early months of 1988.
Van Halen and their ex-lead

Lady" resurrected Aerosmith and
made them one of the more commercially viable bands of 1988.
Steve Winwood and Cheap Trick
also proved thatthey have not grown
stale with age .
New acts like 'Terrence Trent
D' Arby and Rick Astley found deserved success as did Midnight Oil and
Johnny Hates Jaz z.
While spe culation had it that
either Bruce Springsteen or U2 was
going to take top honors for best
album ofthe year in terms of critical
praise (Spr~ngteen's "Tunnel Of

°1

b

Love" and U2 's "Rattle And Hum''),
neither was to take top honor .
Top praise is extended to folksinger' Tracy Chapman for her
brilliant introspective work that
dissects the plight of poor urban
dl.veliers.
Her debut recording, owing much
to heart-felt imagery and execution,
is quite simply the best -album of
1988.
Her self-titled effort is truly a
work of genius.
The best song of the year also goes
t o Tracy Chapman. "Fas t Car" is
ha untingly
beautiful
in
its
simplicity .
Another great song that came out .
of 1988 is thepsuedo-pop song " Beds
Al,'e Burning," fr,om the group Midnight OiL
Best video _of the year goes to
Michael Jackson for the montage
accompanying his song " Ma n In
The Mirror. "
Sting also accepts critical prais es
!lnd commercial success coming
from his solo albums.
After breaking up his group , The
Police, Sting managed to fuse.jazz
and rock in . such a way as to infuse

his new works with ex quisite textur es and hauntingly beautiful
ly rics.
.
The most commer cially s uccess- .
ful songs' of 1988 according to The
Rock Yearbook were " Pump Up The
Vol ume," by the soul group M/ A/R/
R/ S and " Push It, " by the fe m a le rap
duo, Salt-N-Pepa.
The Top Ten Songs Of 1988
1. " Fast Car" by Tra cy Chapman
2. "Beds Are Burning" by Midnight
Oil
3. " Birth , School, Work , De ath " by
The Godfathers
4. "Shattered Dream s " by Johnny
Hates Jazz
5. "One Mor e Try" by George
Michael
6. "Welcome To The Jungle' by
Guns-N-Roses
7. " S'ign Your Name" by TefTence
Trent D ' Arby
8. "1 Don't Mind At All" by Bourgeois
Tagg
9. "Be Still My Beating Heart" by .
Sting
10. "What Have I Done To Deserve
This " by The Pet Shop Boys and
Dustv Snrinl!field

Driving In The Fast-Lane. .. Can Get ·You Into Trou ble

O n A Clear D'a y
by Paulette E, Amaro
features editor
You know the old saying , " If only you
co uld s ee yourself the way others
do .. .')"
I don 't know who first said it, but it
s o rt of applies here .
In l as t week.; issue , this section
r a n an article on a KWM U DJ. Now,
although s he said she did like the
a rticle, she was not entirely thrilled

with my choi'ce of photos that
accompanied the piece .
I think she put it something like
this , " 1 hope people don 't think r
really look like that. "
I assured her that 1 though t the
pictures were great , and really
showed
her
character
and
personality.
In any event, I apologize for the
error.
Now, on t o the business at hand tha t is , wh a t t o write in this week's
column.

these " fine" schools, I might have
grown up to become som e s ort of
pompous twit with a somewhat
e mtpy head and an armoire filled
with luscious angora sweaters of
every color imagineable.
Well , unfortunately , or is that fortunately, I did not attend one of
thes e "fine" prep schools.
Instead, I went through the wonderful school system of Sterling
Heights, Michigan And though I
may not have read the writings ' of
. Socrates ,or Aristotle for that matIt's times like the s e that I wish I . ter, I hope I can write something
that will mildly entertain those that
had been educ a ted in some of the
choose to flip to the features section
more prominent prep schools
weekly (is this a pipe dream?).
money can buy.

You know th e ones; those that
teach the wisdom of Socrates and
the beauty of Van Gogh and Degas .
Had I gon e t o one of these "fine"
schools when I was growing up , I
might be able to spew forth words of
wisdom and privilege to tantalize
my read e r (this is not a typo).
Then again , h ad I gone to one of

.As I sit here staring into the black
oblivion of this computer, the only
thought running through my mind
is , "I still can't believe it;" "I mean,
that really ticked me off. "
Yes , I, once again,_ had another
" incident" in my car.
No, I didn' t hit anybody or anything,and no, my mother was

nowhere in sight. .
It happened this morning while I
was doing something for work,
It started off to be a fairly good
journey (and when I say journey, I
mean journey) .
I had to go out to Lemay and drive
by a house to see if the people who
lived there still had their Christmas
decorations up (don't ask).
Well, anyway, I was cruising down
55 going south, and, as usual, I was
becoming annoyed with the driver
in front of me.
I figured the easiest thing to do
was to pass him.
WelL it was a truck, a rather large
truck I might add, and he was going
50 in the mid?le lane; the passing
lane.
As I prepared to pass him , I
noticed a police car pulled over on to
the shoulder of the highway . . .
Like a good driver , I turned on my
blinker, checked all three mirrors
and proceeded into the left lane , I then gunned my engine to about

65 mph and pulled up in front of
the truck.
It was a great pass . It would have
easily garnered an 'A' in any.driver's
ed class.
I looked into the rear vi ew mirror
to see how far behind the truck was ,
and sure enough , Mr . ' Policeman
was· right behind me , lights
,shining brightly.
Once again, like the good driver I
am, I obediently pulled over to the
side of the raaa.
Ever so cautiQusly he crept up the
side of. my car to my window and
asked for my " operator's licen.s e."
I gave it to him. and he went back
to his car .
A few 'moments later ,- he came
back to my window. He didn't have
my license with him, but he did have
a nice little slip of paper detailing
my offense.
I wa ~ informed my license would
be held as bond .
After he informed me that I was
going 68 mph (my car couldn't reach

of MaZ€l'iltlj,
he gave m e two options; the first wa s
that! could go to co urt on March 14 th
to appeal. or just pay the pri ce of th e
ticket and retri eve my licen se .
Now, what I fined so humor ous
about the whole incident . is t hat
there must have been at le as t 15
other cars on the freeway at the time
I wa s pulled over . yet. he said his
radar show e d him that I was going
68.
I don·t get it, did my license pla te
number flash underneath the car
speed on his radar? Maybe it ca ll e d
out to him and said, " The c ar t ha t is
going 68 belongs to ... "
r told my friends about if when I
got to the stati on, and one of them
said , " Wh y didn' t you tell them you
work for Channel 5."
I did t:hink about that as he fi rst
approached m y ca r, but then I
thought , 'No , what if he wa tc he s
Channell) ? He migh't decide to stop
me later in the day for something
like jay-walking.'
ub It lL li d " lil t: t llt;Itl'e
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BumpyRoad

Rivermen Outplayed In Crucial MIAA Contests
by Terence Small
associate sp6rtseditor~
When the coaches of the MIAA
said that there wbuld be no easy
games in the conference this year,
they meant every word they said.
. The Riverrrien have come to realize this. After winning seven games
in a row, the Rivermen have
dropped three consecutive games two of them important conference
games - and no\V they find themselves·two games out of first place
from a very tough Southeast Missouri State University . And they
may find themselves with their
backs against the wall.
;'1 think any top-20 team could
have lost those games," said Coach
Rich Meckfessel. "But I thought that
we could have won at least one of
them."
On Jan.25 the Rivermen traveled
south with a 4-0 conference record
to Cape Girardeau to take on the
Indians of SEMO.
The game figured to be a great
matchup between two competitive
sc11001s, but only one team showed
up to play. It wasn't the Rivermen as
the Indians won 79-59.
The tone was set from the very
beginning by .a three-pointer from
guard Earnest Taylor as the Indians
jumped out to a quick 16-81ead at the
15:04 mark.
The Rivermen came out of a
timeout and brought the game close
with a li-3 run and found themselves behind 21-19, with 10:16
remaining, but that was as close as It
would get for them.
The Indians went on to take a 4127 halftime lead and it was apparent
to the 6,518 fans who were in the
Show-Me Center that the contest
wasn't going to live up to it's
billing.
"We shot poorly and played poor
defense," Meckfessel said. "You
have to do those things to win
ballgames."
The second half proved to be even
worse for the Rivermen as the
Indians dominated play even more
and the Rivermen lost Chris Pilz to a
knee injury.
;'There are no tears or anything
like that," Pilz said. ''I'll probably
return on Feb. 6. "
The Rivermen simply couldn't
challenge SEMO and with 10:00
remaining and the score at 59-39 in
favor of the Indians, Coach Meckfessel decided to go to his bench.

half fouls by Jeff Wilson and poor
" We had poor shot selection, "
Meckfessel said. " That made the 'defense by the Rivermen in general
difference in the game for us ."
gave the Mules a 5'0-35 halftime
Jeff Wilson led the Rivermen with
lead.
.
16 points and Von Scales added 1'0
Robinson, of the Mul es had
points with 9 rebounds.
. already had 19 first-half points, and
Lawrence WlIson led a balanced , they were out-rebounding the
SEMO attack with: 16 p~ints and Ray
Rivermen 23-16.
,
Pugh chipped in 15 points and '7
The second half didn't start off
rebpunds.
.
any better for the Rivermen as the
Feeling the sting of a cruSh,ing
Mules moved out to a 22-point lead
loss to SEMO , the Rivermen
with 15:14 remaining in the game .
traveled to Warrensburg to take on
The Rivermen weren't about to .
the Mules of Central Missouri State
give anybody a game, especially
University on Jan.28.
after lOSing to SEMO, and behind 21
The Rivermen received no symsecond-half points from reserve'
pathy from the Mules as they lost
Barry Graskewicz, the ' Rivermen
began to bite into the CMSU lead.
But there was no quick comeback
as the Rivermen pulled within six
. points with 57 seconds remaining.
The suspense of a basketball
game in theclo'sing seconds quickly
turned into the suspense of a boxing
match, as a fight broke out with 48
seconds remaining.
Both benches cleared and five
players were ejected for participating in the fight.
The Rivermen were' assessed six
technicals and the Mules were
flagged for three.
Coach Meckfessel said he felt that
the Rivermen were treated unfairly
by the referees -after the melee.
"We were 95 percent blameless ·
for the fight, " Meckf ~ ssel said. " The
first punches were thrown by CMSU
The Rivermen beilt
players and the technicals were
ino\1ettirhe 7.6-13 mi.
assessed to us incorrectly."
. U.
.
Meckfessel had no clue as to what
provoked the fight.
,V.: WGNU. (92'O AM). Th~
" It wasn't a very physical game, "
Meckfessel Show airs at 7:20
Meckfessel said. "I didn't see anything that happened Qut- of the
the fight-marred contest 96-87
ordinary
to
start
such
an
before 4,000 fans at the CMSU Mulincident. "
tipurpose Building.
Kevin Morganfield led the RiverThe Mules totally dominated the
men with 22 points followed by
first eight minutes of the game and
Graskewicz with 21. The Mules were
were leading 26-9 thanks to the
led by 29 points by Robinson and 23
aggressive play of forward Lewis
by Jones .
Jones and guard Leroy Robinson.
The Rivermen are now 12-6 and 4The shellacking early in the first
2 in conference play and are looking
half was made possible because of
to get back on the winning track.
Coach Meckfessel's decision to
"We've had a run of three games
bench forwards Byron McNair and
where weju st played poorly ," MeckVon Scales for disciplinary reasons
fessel said. "We 're looking forward
and start seldom-used reserves
to the rest of the season , and getting
Mark Stanley and Terry Marzette.
back on track."
" Discipline has been. a problen, "
The playeFs are looking forward
Meckfessel SaId, " especially comto meeting SEMO and CMSU at the
ing to praetice on time. So we'll start
Mark Twain building and they feel
the guys who are on time ,"
The Rivermen tried to mount an
See }olEN, page 7
at.tack of th e ir own, but three first-

Women Cagers Searching
To Regain Confidence
by To m Kovac!)
sports editor
It was just about two months ago
whe n the women's basketball team
began to raise the eyebrows of some
observers adhe Mark Twain Building and make their coach and
opponents wonder why was this
team was even on the schedule.
Lindenwood College , McKendree
College. Washington University,
Northeast Missouri State . and
Eureka College, just to name a few ,
. caught the Riverwomen when they
had everything going for them
When Kathy Rubach was hurt
early it didn't affect them. When a
bad 'daU was made , they just put it
aside and went on.
After losing their first game to
Washburn University. something
had clicked inside Head Coach Mike
Larson' s team. For 12 games, the
women shot well and won together.
The coaches' attitude was one game
at a time , while players cited team
unity and unselfishness as the keys
to winning.
Kris
Wilmes her
lit
the
scoreboard with her three-pont
shots. And when the opposing team
considered pl ay ing zone defense,
Monica Steinhoff would change
their minds with her three-point
sho ts.
Nancy Hopper. Kim Cooper and
Tammy Putnam played aggressive
under the basket. And if it WilS crowded underneatb . they went to the
ou tside for two points,
Their floor leader, 5'3" Lisa
Hou ska, would get the ball to the
person who had the hot hand that
night. And if noone was scoring, she
was able to drive the lane and shoot
oyer players mu ch taller than she
was.
They had team chemistry. which
calculate\! to a 12 game winning
streak.
But a ca mhi nation of injuries,
lack of self-confidence has thrown
thi s team into a situation they
hayen 't faced all year.
Any team in college basketball
will sal' ther e comes a time where
confid~nce suddenly disappears.
But did the women 's basketball
team think tbat they would lose
three in a row?
"I think it's confidence, injuries
and we played much better teams."
Tammy Putnam said.

Scott Bra,ndt
SPARK PLUG:Tom Smith (32) has beeCi a surprise off the bench for Coach Rich M eckfessel. He leads the
team in offense rebounds.

Curators Approve Twain Renovation
by Tom Kovach
sports editor

In an an expected move , the
University of Missouri Board of
Curators
authorized
the
establishment ofthe Mark Twain
Debt Retirement Fee last
Friday .
"I am very pleased th at the
students were involved in the
planning," Vice Chancellor of
Student Aff airs Sandy MacLean
said, " We. will have a first class
student recreational fitness center. Hopefully, we have one of the
best weight rooms"
On October 17 and 18 , students
approved a $1.25 per cred it hour
increase , with a cap of 12 credit
hours. The fees do not go into
effect until the Summer Session
of 199'0.
Voter turnout was higher than
past votes. with 8.3 perc ent or
1,014 stUdents showing up at
polls around the campus, in comparsion to 3.8 percent who turned
out for the student government
election last year.

" Th e student leaders of St eve
Bratcher. Jerry Berhorst. the
Student Government , the Student Senate and Student Affairs
are to be co mplimented fo r their
hard work. It wouldn't have happened without the m" MacLe an
said .
. Athletic Director Chuck Smith
said in the Sept. 8 edition of the
Current that "we need to sp ruce
the buildin g up to make it mor e
attractive to the students."

'W'e will hal'e a first - clas ,~
recreational center.'
Improvem ents to th e 20 -year old facility include a ne",' weight
room , jogging track, whirlp oo l
and s aunas, improved dan ce and
aerobics studi os an d a security
booth. Also the building will be
open an additional 21 hour s during the evenings and weekends .
UM -St.
Louis
Chancellor
Marguerite Barnett told th e
Cura tors that th e UM-St. Lou is
population has grown 31 pe rcent

over the past 20 years and that
st udents have been cramped for
room in Mark Twain .
" Th e prese nt fac ili ties and
s pace are not being used. There
is competit ion for time and
space. " Barn ett said.
The s chedu le fo r t he rest of th e
r enovation i as follows:
• March 9-10: App roval of the
fina l schem atics plan.
.Ju ly 27 -28: The fi nal contr a ct will be appro ved.
• Septe mb er: The building·
co ntrac ts will go out .
• Novem be r: Bonds for the
r enovation go on sale .
• January : Construction will
beg in,
• Augus t: Com plet ion of the
Mark
Twain
Build ing
is
chedue d.

[n add it ion to a uth ori zing the
esta hlish ment of the debt fund.
th e Cur ator s voted to hire Has1in gs and Chi ve tta Arch itects,
Inc, of St. Louis to provi de
architectura l and engineerning
se rv ices for the renov atio n.

GOING UP STRONG:Freshman Tammy Putnam goes for the two
points as she is fouled by a Northwest Missouri State player.
Injuries, the jinx t hat set them
back, last season, has returned to
haunt them. Claudine Mitchell is
out i ndefinitely, while Christy
Silver is definitely gone for the year
with a brok en finger. Raquel Anderson, who was supposed to s tart playing towards the end of January, has
been told by doctors that she will be
out for the season al~o.
" You can't anticipate injuri es.
You just have to play with what you

have," H ead Coach Mike Larson
said . " It' s nothing new to us. We
have to come back strong."
" But to prove a good team is how
well thev come back after losses ,"
Assistan't Coach Sharon Zeilmann
said.
Larson did receive good news last
week. Kathy Rubach makes her
return to the corut after suffering a
See WOMEN, PUfle 7

T~ BE ':"E.W: Last week, the Board of Curators gave their approval to renovate the twenty Year-old
ark Twain BUilding. Students voted In October for a new "first class" health faciltiy.
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Sw-illllllers Take Dive At Wash U.

Men

~

by L.T. Summers
reporter
Four teams from the Midwest
convened at the Washington University Invitational and when the waves
died down, the UM-St. Louis Swimming squad finished in fourth place,
while the women's team pic ked up
sixth.
"Considering the size of our team,
this was a solid performance ," said
Swimming Coach Mary Liston. "We
would prefer to beat Wash U. but it is
not always·possible. For example, in
the 400IM, Wash U and Henderson
had four swimmers and we had one.
Even if you do win, you score less
points. "
Senior staildout Stuart Vogt cap-

WOMEN

tured three first place finishes and
one new school record to account for
60 paints. Vogt won the 2001M, 100
Butterfly and 200 Backstroke.
In the relay event, Vogt teamed up
with
Junior
Brett
Woods,
Sophomore Steve Appelbaum and
Freshman Dan Bostelmann to win
both the Sprint Freestyle Relay, 200
Yards and 400 Yards. The team of
. Vogt , Appelbaum, Woods and Freshman Mark Rush grabbed thrid place
in the Sprint Medley Relay.
The diving squad placed second
and third on both the one meter and
three meter boards. Senior Bob Visnaw took second place and FI'eshman Lenny Miller secured a third
place finish.
Diving Coach Kevi Harwood-

Medart felt that they were unconsistanEes in both the scoring and the
performance of her divers.
"We don't practice three meter,
except in Florida and that really
shows in competition. Finding a
pool to train in is a must for next
year," Medart said.
On the women's side, the relay
team of Senior Linda Vogel , Junior
Leslie McClarren and Sophomores
Lisa Jenkins and Shara Starr placed
in the 200 and 400 Medley Relay and
the 200 and 400 Free Relay. Junior
Diane Oliver was only able to compete on Friday night and missed the
next two days, where she could have
led the ladies to a higher finish.
" The ladies alway s surprise me!
BaSically the four of (hem just take

on any size of any team and they
always win events if not the meet,"
Liston added.
The strength of the Vincennes
University team was quite unexpected by Liston and the team. "These
guys shav'ed and tapered their heads
for tbis meet and they were very
fast. We rested four days and were
not strong. Needless to say, we will
rest some for our championship
meet in Omaha," Liston said.

J:ompage 5

that they will be ready for them the
next time.
" The next time we play them it
will be rough," Byron McNair said.
" But we will definitely be ready
for them."
The Riverroen feel that they are
going to have to come to g ether if

they are going to chalIen'ge tc"jjl~ in
the conference and make it to the
NCAA tournament this year.
" If we do what we are capable of. "
McNai~ said , " then we could beat

anybody. Our
showed that. ..

game

Next week, PrinCipia comes to the
Mark Twain Building on Friday at 7
p.m. The team then hosts Bradley
University at 12:30 p.m. on Satur- '
day. On February 16-1S. the swimming team travels to Omaha
Nebraska for the Midwest Classic.

from page 5

knee injury against Culver Stockton
on November 28 . She will see limtied time as a back-up to Hopper.
Members on the team have cited
confidence has another dilemna.
Hopper says that a solution for that
probelm may be for someone to step
forward and take control.
"When we have such a young
team, somebody needs to take
initiative, " Hopper said.
After falling to the Lady Cougars
of Southern lIlnois University at
Edwardsville, 82-75, the Riverwomen took on two Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association
teams - Southeast Misouri State
and Centr al Missouri State - picked
to finish one and two in conference
play .
Southeast opened an early 14-6
lead , before Steinhoff came on to hit

three three-point shots that kept the
women in the game.
The Riverwomen made the score
23-23 when Wilmes her scored from
the top of the key. But the Othahkins
held off any att~mpt for the women
to take the lead and led at half, 33- .
27.
Southeast began the second half
with a offensive attack the women
couldn't contain. The closest the
Riverwomen got in the s.econd half
was with 8:06 remaining and the
score 55-46. But Lisa Foster· scored
the next 11 points in a minute and a
half to increase the lead to 66-49 .
The Riverwomen shot only 35 percent from the field and wound up
losing, 80-60.
Steinhoff had 20 points , including
five three-pointers . Hopper ended
the game with 17 , while Wilmesher

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MAKE YO URSELF K NOWN

had 11. Cooper led game in reboundS
with 12.
Saturday night, with only seven
players suited up, the women took
on th e Jennies of Central Missouri
State in W3rrensburg .
The Jennies led through most of
the first half , thanks in part to the
shooting of Barb Sorensen and Jo
Muson. Those two combined for 24
of the Jennies 56 paints in the first
half. The Riverwomen put in 30
points , but commited 12 turnovers
to only four for the Jennies.
While the Jennies won 99-74 ,
some of the players on the Riverwomen squad got the touch in the
second half.
Steinhoff had 18 points in the
second half. 12 of those came on
three-point shots. Houska had nine
assists and upped her scoring
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"If an untimely pregnancy presents a
personal crisis in Ylur life . ~ .

LET US HELP YOU!"
FREE TEST -Can
detect pregnancy 10 days after it begins!

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Prokssiooa l counsding & assistance

AUservi= FREE andconjidenrial

average by netting 16 points. Putnam led all rebounders with 12.
"This is an important two weeks.

It will give us an indication whether
we make the playoffs," Larson
said.

YOU QUALIFY FUn
INSTANT CREDIT!
Start making credit purchases U!HEDIATELYI
He
will send you a Members
Credit Card at once with
--NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy no y
Jewelry. :1othing,Sporting Goods,Watches, Elec- '
tronics f, l'IOREI All with
installment payments out
of our "Giant 100+ Pages
Catalog." Take 12 months
to repay. Your personal
credit card is a -secon d
I.D.- valuable for check
cashing, etc.
plus your
Students Credit Group
~-l reference will be on
file to help you obtain
other credit cards.
So
send in your $5 catalog
deposit not.;. (refundnble
wi th your first order)
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100~
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Imagine if you had to ask for blood
to save the life of someone you love. Next time the
American Red Cross asks, give blood, please.
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Your organization can reach 11,500
people each week by advertising in
the Current!
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GiVE BLOOD, PLEASE

''13eCieving tfiat TeCigion is for tfiis WOTU, not tfie ne;rj;'

+ t':~

Sth- Professor Van Reidhead, Anthropology Department:
"The Emergence of Culture, Religion, and Technology'
12th- Professor Hal Harris, Chemistry Department:
"What's Wrong with Euthanasia?- A Discussion"

For details call Cathy Dey
Mohammed Malik at 553-5175.

or

Discover Kinko's
We can be your support staHl

Ii-----it
I

I

' Typewriter ~
I Rental I
I
I
I
I

come into Kinko's COpy
Center and receive '12 oH on
r typewriter rental time.
~o~ valid with any other oHer.
One coupon per customer.
•
Valid through 2/28/89.
...

I

... ----I

• Quality Copies
• Collating
• Specialty Paper
• Pick-Up & Delivery
• Fax Service
• Professional Binding
• Passport Photos
• School Supplies

19th- Mr. Norman Seay, Assistant to the Chancellor for Minority Affairs:
"The Road to Success is Always Under Construction"
The Fellowship meets Sunday mornings at 10:30 in Florissant.
Call 522-3747 for information.

Begin Graduate School
In September '89

• Master of Arts
• Doctor of Psychology
• Clinical
• Small Classes'
• Innovative
• Applied
• Hospital Affiliations
• North Central Accredited
• Clinical Training Facilities On Premises
'
• Afternoon & Evening Classes
• Full & Parttime Programs
• Handicapped Acce~iblltty
• Equal Opportunity Educational Facility
• Minority Scholarstips Available

.-

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology
1322 South Campbell • Springfield . Me 65807 ·1445
4H ,831·7902

Here's the Solution!
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UM-ST. LOUIS BENEFIT

.AUCTION

inko's'

the copy center
524-7549
University Plaza
I -70 and Florissant Rd.
8432 Florissant Rd. • St. Louis

'Open 7. days -7am to 10pm

NEED
MONEY?

=

Date: Saturday, Febuary 4
Time: Half-time of women, men
and after men's games
Place: Mark Twain Buildin'g Gym
Items to be auctioned inc/ude:/odging, entertaiment, dinner at Area Restaurant and much
,
much more!
•

Proceeds to Benefit Women's Basketball.

I

Part-Time Positions
Ava'ilable
$6-$8 per Hour
We Offer:

Ii

•

I
I

.

D Paid Training
D Advancement Opportunities
o G uarallteed Hourly Wage Plus Incentives
D Pleasant Working Conditions
.
D Flexible Hours

Jean

for
app.o intment
today
427-8300

an

ENTERTEL
4477 Woodson Road.

at
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By Any Other N arne. · ·
,

In a decision widely viewed as one that will affect the future of
many ·affirmative action plans, across the United States, the Sup,reme Court last week struck down a Richmond, Va. municipal
ordinance that required 30 percent ofthe city's public works funds to
_ be channeled to minority-owned construction companies.
Writing for the majority, Associate Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
indicated that such "set-asides" for minorities tend to stigmatize
the groups they are intended to help, unless they are created to
address specific past racial discrimination.
.
"Classifications based on race carry a danger of stigmatic harm,"
O'Connor wrote. "Unless they are strictly reserved for remedial settings, they may in fact promote notions of racial inferiority and lead
to a politics of tacial hostility."
.
In a concurring opinion, Justice Antonin Scalia said, in effect, that
the ends of such programs do not necessarily justify the means, i.e.
that society's discrimination against minorities in the past does not
justify discrimination · against the majority to rectify those past
wrongs .
"The benign purpose of compensation for social disadvantages,
whether they have been acquired by reason of prior discrimination
or otherwise, can no more be pursued by the illegitimate means of
racial discrimination than can other asserted1y benign purposes we
[the Court] have repeatedly rejected," Scalia wrote. "The difficulty
of overcoming the effects of past discrimination is as nothing compared with the difficulty eradicating from our society the soqrce
of those effects, which is the tendency - fatal to a nation such as Ollrs .
- to classify and judge men and women on the ba$is of their country
of origin or the color of their skiri. A solution to the first problem that
aggravates the second is no solution at all."
The Supreme Court decision is relevant to last week's approval by
the University of Missouri Board of Curators of a plan to alleviate
overcrowding at the Columbia campus.
UMC anticipates a freshman class next year in excess of what the
campus has the capacity to accomodate. To alleviate the overcrowding, the board agreed to defer acceptance of app'lications received
after March 1 for the Fall 1989 Semester - unless the applicant
is a minority.
, In the case of minorities who meet the university's admissions
standards, they will be automatically accepted. If applicants are not
members of officially designated minority groups - or academic or
athletic whizzes - their applications will be placed on a waiting list
until May 15.
Perhaps that does not seem too unfair . But is it not, in fact, racial
discrimination to accept members of one racial group while reject.'lng or delaying acceptance of another? Good intentions aside, discrimination is discrimination.
There is no denying that minorities have been discriminated
against - at times, brutally - and are still discriminated against
today. But discrimination, broadly speaking, does not imply discrimination at every level of society. The University of Missouri has
not demonstrably discriminated against blacks or other minorities ,
but is nevertheless "rectifying" the broader societal situation by
giving preferential treatment to them in its admission policy.
It has said that, if you qualify to attend the university and meet the
deadline for admission, you can attend. If you miss the deadline,
qualify and are white, you might be able to attend. If you miss the
by John Kilgore
reporter
d'eadline, qualify and are a minority, you can come right in, the doors

of

Jack Kemp Balances Budget Off Backs Of Poor
hundreths percent pure and, in a
true democracy , we would still be
under-represented with two Sex
Pistols per 500.

Golf Tips

~ are wide open.

f

Equal opportunity means just what is says, In the case of UMC,
you are given equal consideration if you qualify to attend. But if you
are a minority, you are more equal than others.
People speak longingly of a colorblind society. But in attempting
to create such a society, barriers to that goal are erected, as Justice
Scalia indicated. In a colorblind society, people will be accepted for
their merits, their abilities and their individual qualities - not for
the color of their skin.
The UMC admissions policy reverses the goal of a colorblind
societ.y. Its preferential treatment of minorities is discriminatory.
It's racist. And it's wrong.

"

My problem with politics is thatwe never, ever elect anybody to Congress who goes in and kicks tables
over. sets fire to the CongreSSional
Record and throws a' bucket of blood
on the President Pro Tem.
What do we have , 500 -some odd
elected officials in Washington and
not one Sid Vicious in t he assembly"
Our country could be 99 and 44 one

All. materials contained within this issue
are the property of the Current and can
not be re.produced or repr/hted WIthout
the express~d written consent ot the
Current and its staff.
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Kemp does have some very
intruiging ideas for rebuilding ou'r
cities. He was an early and
e nthusiastic supporter of low-tax
urban-enterprise zones designed to
attract investors to inner cities.
(Most programs reqUire a percentage of all new hires to come from
the zone.) He supports urban homesteading, as a way to encourage the
poo r to own and rehabilitate aban. doned housing. He pushes for the
sa·l e of public housing to tenants.
He speaks of "empowering the
and his creative solutions are
ce rtainl y welcome, and longoverdue . but one has to wonder
when pusb-comes-to-shove , wil!
Jack Kemp take his butane and his
bucket of blood into the Cabinet
meeting with him when the deal
starts going down"
'
POOl' ,"

you want to call it. has a n ew
improved version of its name now:
"The People's University ,"
Chancellor Margu erite Barnett
seems to think thi s ca mpus is suffering from an identity crjsis or
something. No ma tte r how hard she
tries. everyone will sti ll call this
place UMSL (slurred ver s ion ).
But may be the n ew nam e is a
signal of a sudden swing tow a rds a
socialistic university .
All that would be left is to move
the campus to Moscow, Mo. to get
the full effect. They could make this
campus the gulag for all the flunkies
- all those attending would recieve
tickets
for
multiple
parkjng
violations , whether they committed
them or not.
Instead of finding cute little
phrases to beef-up the im age ot the
campus, how about increasing the

number of degree programs to
attr ac t more stUdents ?
How can we be "The People's
Un iversity" if we onl y serve a sma ll
sect ion ofl he popula tio n? Hundreds
of thou sa nd s of dollars are spent on
prog rams to r ec ruit students to the
are as of rna h and science. but ve ry
lii tl e is done for the liberal arts on
this ca mpus. A new science complex
is built while the English department is stuck in the stone age with
ditto m ac hines.
If tfie administration wants this
campus to be so accessible. it could
start by boo s ting the budgets of a iling, departments. Maybe students
would consider coming here rath e r
than going to Mizzou if a greater
number of departments were adequately funded. Now we have only a
few
departments
being
well
funded.

Chan ce llor Ha skell Monroe of the
Columbia campus wants the Board
of Curators to rai s e admissions
standards and set a deadline for
admission there. Th at could mean a
potentially huge increase in enrollment here with the overflow from
Columbia. If the programs those
students want aren't offered, there's
always Southeas t Missouri State or
any of the other state universities.
The administration , including the
central administrators in Columbia . needs to take a better look at
how the current students feel about
the strength or weakness of their
degree programs before they try to
put up a big P,R. front about how
great everything is here. This is a
good school. But saying UMSL is
accessible to "the people " and
examining the real situation are not
quite the same.
Maybe it is a communist plotl

Corn-Pone Opinions Of A Mysteriou~ Stranger
Li~ fe.
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secretary of HUD ..
"You cannot balance the budget
off the backs of the poor," Jack
Kemp said last month , but his
record seems to indicate that is precisely what he is trying to do.

Campu s .Should Better Fund Ailing Departments

,II CURRENT
Bllle Metal Ol'flce Building
800,1 aaturat Bridge Road
St. Lollis. ~f(l . 63121
Phone: (314) 5S3-51H

These suit-and-tie guys have got. a
rigged game, and they know it. They
all look like TV anchormen. dress
like TV anchormen and tal k like TV
weathermen. I Even the women)
They 'd all " be glad to work with yo u
on that." They all add , " but money
alone cannot solve the pr oblem."
Take Jack Kemp. Thequarterbackin ' ex-congressman from Buffalo.
Old number 8 (or whatever t he hell
'his number was) has been nam ed as
George Bush's " Stree t Figh t ing
Man," tha l is. his Secr etarY of Hous ing and Urb an De vejopm~nt. II will
be " t he captai n's " job t o make th e
mean stree ts of our cit ies kinder
and gentler. Cou ld be the t o ughest
job in Ameri ca.
. Now. I'm just a simple whit e boy
from the suburbs and I don 't pretend
to know what it's like to grow up in
certain areas of our cities. but
whenever I do get a round t o gett ing
down on m y knees . one of the first

things I thank God for is that I wasn·t
born to die in North St. Louis. I think
I have a lot of camp any when I say, .. I
wouldn 't want to walk my Doberm a n
down certain Negro streets at dawn.
or any other time-for that matter ."
I don't think white America is
et hno centric. in that we believe th at
one r ace is superior to another, but I
think it is now part ofthe "Americ a n
Consciousness" to be afraid of "The
City" and all thaCiI represents. And
it doesn·t have t o be that way. This is
America , goddammit.
and
it
SH OULDN'T be that way.
So what do we do a bout it? If
yo u'r e J ack Kemp. you "just say no "
to moil ey fo r housing. In the past
four yea rs alone , you vote ag;ain sl
ke ep in g the Urba n Devel opment
Action Grant Program alive: . ou
\'ote fo r a $1.7 bill ion reduction in
funds for Ih e renovat ion of public
hou s ing units; you eliminate $500
million of new hou si ng programs:
you cut in half the number of new
units for public housing ; yo u reduce
the appro pr ia tion for assisted housing by $23 1 million. And if yo u're
George Bush . yo u appoint this guv

byJ. Sih
contributor
He came to on the floor mumbling
" no exchange of body fluids" and
rubbing what looked like his
forehead.
';This is yours," I said , tossing
him his black leather bag. It rattled
as it hit him in the chest. "Why don't
you tell me what you're doing here?"
All I had was a rolled up copy of an
old Harpers in my hand, but it was
enough.
" Get outta my {ace," he growled .
He was probing his bag ~d there
were little pieces of things falling
ouL One of the blue capsules rolled
underneath my chair.
I yanked at a window shade and
stared at him in the uncharitable
light of noon. Reminded me of the
Lorax , that creature Dr. Suess wrote
about. Stocky, two feet high, the
color of pond water. He Was mighty
untidy, though, and' I knew that no

self-respecting Lorax would get so
hung over.
I thought a minute. " So what are
you, the Lora,x's black sheep of a
cousin?"
He looked surprised. ''I'm the
national conscience. I'm - ..
"The Morax? Gorax? Snorax?
Sorax? Borax? Thorax? Clor - "
" No. I'm Floyd. Say , you gotta
beer around this place? "
I offered him some of my cold coffee, but he only shivered. "How
about some breakfast? WhaCIl you
have?" I asked. What would he want?
Broken glass? Prom queens?
"Got any Robitussin or maybe
some wine COolers?"
I shook my head .
"Sominex?"
"No, Floyd. What, about vodka'"
He grinned as I found the bottle. I
got a better look at him as be made
himself comfortable in my kitchen.
He had a gut that was almo'st as wide
as he was tall. and an usual posture.
I asked him abeut it.
" No bones in my back, S ay, how
about Some chips1"
So there we sat. I watch ed him
drinking Jroi1l the bottle and eating
. garlic croutons oat of the box. 1 was
wondering what I'd do when he
would ask me if he could watch TV. l

don·t have one.
But I was worrying for nothing. He
was on a roll.
"You should ask me some questi ons," he said, wiping hi s mouth on
his sleeve, "Wanna hear what yer
nat ional conscience has to say for
itself? "
"Why? All I have to do is read a
USA Today."
"Hey. yeah. Great story we did on
pork rinds , huh?"
"What? "
"You know, President Bush's
favorite food. Reagan was JellyBellies. Wit h Bush. pork rinds.
They 're deep-fried, salted pieces of
pigskin . Ta st.e like bacon. Hey, got
any pork rinds?"
I told him no. "OK, here's one for
you," I said. " How did George Bush
wind
up
getting
elected
president?·,
"Oh, I call that the teflon-andvelcro® effect." He paused for a
quick swig. "See, his image makers
have successfully kept him divorced from that Iran-Contra thing
while still keeping him closely
associated Reagan . It·s a beautiful
system. Of course, Dultakis' prison
furlough fiasco didn't hurt Bush
either. "
"And explain the popularity of

'Wh ee l of Fortune' and Geraldo
Riv e ra. " I almost didn't. want to
know , though.
" Well. Vanna 's good to look at , but
basically 'WOF' is a simplified, lazy
man's cross word puzzle with an illusion of free-spending consumerism
thrown in for the winner." Floyd
regarded his now-empty bottie.
"And Rivera is just a case of
'Donahue' - meets -the- NationalEnquirer-for-TV . .
"Speaking of which .. . it·s almost
time for 'The People 's Court.' " He
started to sear ch for a television
set.
"Don't have one, Floyd." I could
tell hewas getting nervous. "Stay, " I
said. "Tell me whether the national
conscience still has a soft place fat
Ollie North." He was nearing the
door. "Stay and just tell me if you
would endorse John Tower's alleged
lack of sobriety and alleged
cronyism within the Pentagon? I
mean, given his high profile? "
"You're crazy," he said. "That's
a ll hard news. I don't even THINK
about hard news."
ThEm he was gone. Slipped under
the door before I could even ask him
about UMSL's image problem .
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CLASSIFIEDS
HelP Wanted
JOYOUS PART TIME!!
"ere's your chance to act
like a kid again! We need
an energetic, creative,
dependable,
fun-loving
person for our after school
program. Hours are Monday - Friday 2:30 . 6:30
p.m. (full time in summer).
We have super resources
available, opportunity for
advancement and great
benefits (including tuition
reimbursement).
Daybridge Learning Center,
4150 S. Cloverleaf, St.
Charles, MO 63303. 9285711.
SHERATO N HOTELS AT
W EST PORT. LOOKING
F'OR A FULL TIME OR
PART TIME JOB? WE
CURRENTLY
HAVE
A
WIDE VARIETY OF JOBS
AVAILABLE! WE ACCEPT
APPLICATIONS
AND
GIVE
INITIAL
INTER·
VIEWS ON MONDAYS
FROM 2'6:30 PM AND
THURS. FROM 2-5:00 PM.
SHERATON
PLAZA
HOTEL,
900
WEST
PORT
PLAZA,
PERSONAL OFFICE.
MIS Department. Part·
Time position: earn $5.25·
$5.75/Hr., day shift. IBM
data entry and IBM com·
puter
operations.
Will
train, must type at least 40
WPM. 15 minute drive
from campus. Potential to
do analysis, programming,
micro applications. Flexible schedule. Call Janet
Hampe. 381-1504.

PART TIME TELLER. Candidates
should
be
energetic and enthusiastic. Cash handling and
sales

experience

pre-

ferred. If you can work up
to 20 hours a week includ·
ing Saturday mornings
send resumes to: P.O. Box
2437
Florissant,
MO
63032.

GOVERNMENT
JOBS
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call (1) 805'687-6000 Ext. R-2166 for
current federal list.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Fligh t Attendants, Travel
Agents, Mechanics, Cus·
tamer Service. Listings.
Salaries to $105K. Entry
level posi t ions. Cali (1)
805-687-6000 Ext A·
2166.
;$10 . $660 WEEKLY/ UP
,. MAILING
C IRCULARS!
RUSH
SEL~
I"IDDRESSED STAMPED
:ENVELOPE:
OPPORTUN ITY: 9016 WILSH I RE
BLVD., BOX 226, DEP-EP.
BEVERLY
HILLS,
CA
90211.

For Sale
AM/FM stereo cassette
recorder for sale. Best
offer. Call after 4:30pm,
ask for Patt y. 3 14-8326462.
-

.

FOR SALE '83 ESCORT
GL EXCELLENT CONDITION, AIR CONDITION·
lNG, REAR, DEFROST,
AM/FM
STEREO,
5
SPEED ONLY $2 ,500.
MUST SEE.

Miscellanous
Sell
Encyclopedias!
Amway Distributors are.
We dare you to compare
profit potential. Amway
Distributor: 947-3355.
FOR A GOOD TIME CALL
725-2582. FOR A 'SOOD
TIME CALL 725-2582:
FOR A GOOD TIME CALL
725- 2582 . FOR A GOOD
TIME CALL 7 25 -2582.
FOR A GOOD TIME CALL
725-2582.

DATING WITH DIGNiTY
WORKSHOP
FOR
WOMEN. How to initiate,
develop, and maintain the
relationship you want. Ca ll
Jane Cohen at 394-7678
for detai ls, fees, or to
register.
ADOPTION
LOVING
COUPLE
PROMISE
WARM CARING HAPPY
HOME AND
SECURE
FUTURE
FOR
WHITE
NEWBORN. CONFIDEN·
TIAL
AND
LEGAL.
PLEASE CALL SHARON
AND LES COLLECT 718575-5498.

'ATIENTION - GOVERN·
MENT Homes from $1 (Urepair). Delinquent tax
property. ReposseSSions.
Cali 602-838-8885 Ext
GH6729.'

LOOKING
FOR
TWO
FEMALE STUDENTS TO
SHARE A THREE BED·
ROOM
TOWN HOME
UNTIL AUGUST. $154
PER MONTH RENT PLUS
UTILITIES.
APPROX·
IMATEL Y IS MINUTES
FROM UMSL FLORISSANT AREA
PLEASE
CALL
839-0875
ANYTIME.

'ATIE,NTlON • GOVERN MENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838-8885
Ext
A6729.'

Brief LG/CO meeting for
gay and lesbian students
on Friday, February 3,
1989, at 2:00 in room 75.
J,C . Pen!1""'.'

Student Affairs Awaranominations are being accepted i~ '
the Office of Student Activities through 5;00 p.m. ~ednesday,

TYPING, r~sumes, thesiS,
etc. on word proces sor
includes spell check.. Very
reasonable rates. Hours 8
-4 or byappointment. 946'3191.

Dear W, Week 3 ends. Is it
getting any better? It is
February now and so the
apple
is
still
green~
however,
one
montrn
closer 10 being ripe? Your
Sweetness.

of student services and activities deserve recognition.
Established in 1980, the Student Affairs A\>Iard recognizes
those students whose contributions to the UM ~ St. Louis cOirmJnity
have had a significant impact on ' the quality of life on this
campus.

All UM-St_ Louis students (fulltime/parttime, day/evening,
graduate/undergraduate/professional) are ' eligible for nomination.
Students may nominate themselves or another student.

information about the contributions he or she has made to the
quality of life on campus.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Persons wishing to nominate a student for this honor may
ca II (ext.

to : Research Information

Student · Activities for a nomination form.

5536) or stop by (250 Uni vers i ty Center) the off i'ce of

BONANZA

Steak.Chicken.Seafood .SaJad

GOOD ONLY AT
NORMAND Y~ M O.
8211 So. Florissant Rd.
Across From UM-St. Louis
(314) 521-8877

COllEGfDEGREE
TO WORK.

Speci a l
For UM-St. Lou is,.

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recru iter. Find out what
Officer Tra ining School can mean
for you Call

-----------------------------------~-------------.--------~-----------

~uncheon

II
I

I

L
I

:

\1 ~c\~oe

~\~'f.t;
And Soft Serve Dessert ,\0.

Offer includes all you can eat trom ourtebulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Not lJalid
with any other coupon or discount. Coupon good only at participating Normandy
BONANZA Family Restaurants.

I'

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
and Soft Serve Dessert
I

Offer includes entree. potato, piping hot breads., and all you can eat from our I
fabulous Fresntastiks- Food Bar. Not valid with any other co upon or discount.
Coupon gooo only at participating Normandy BONANZA Family Restau rants.

I

I.

!

-

BONANZA4:

11 • .nL - 4 p.m. Mond.y - Saturnay .
Ofrer ..pires February 16. 1989.
SttoJ...~ ..5eaf:od-.,5aJad.

Steak i
Dinner 1

~O(9 ~hopped

Freshtastiks
Food Bar
I

USAF OFFICER RECRUITING
STATION TO STATION COLLECT
618-624-3363

of Student Affairs staff

800-351-0222.
In G<iil. (213) .'7·8226
113:>2 IdahQ A,e. #206·A, los Angeles. CA 00025

PUT YOUR

TH E OLD SPAGHETTI
FACTORY IS LOOKING
FOR
ENERGETIC,
HARDWOR KING,
AND
DYNAMIC INDIVI DUALS
TO JOIN OUR RESTAURANT STAFF. WEARE
LOO KING
FOR
BUS,
KITCHEN, HOST, WAIT,
AND BAR PERSONNEL
PLEASE CALL OR COME
OOWN
MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY, 1-3,
OR MAKE AN APPOINT·
MENT. WE ARE LOCATED
IN HISTORIC LACLADE'S
LANDING AT727 NORTH
FIRST. CALL 621-0276.

A committee

reviews submitted applications and selects award recipients.

:JM ~:c~ ====::;~

ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - your
area. $17,840 - $69,485.
Call
1-602-838-8885
EXT R6729.

Every nomi-

nee is asked to complete and submit an application which solicits

-

UM·SI. Louis students!!!
We havetheperfectjobfor
you! Part·time evening
work phoning graduate of
the University of MO. Job
provides
very .flexible
schedu le, up to $6.00 ari
hour, and a friendly, enjoy'
able work atmosphere.
Cali 531-4441 I!!

250 students have received ·

Banquet held ' in their ·honor.

all subjects

LOST SHORT STORY
'WEDDING
DAY
TO
REMEMBER'. IF FOUND
PLEASE
CONTACT
LEANN SLATER. 6778624.

since its inception, nearly

the Student Affairs Award, presented ,a t the Student Affairs A\>Isrds

RESEARCH
-RMAlIN
Larg8st Library of information in U. S. Or,

Members of the UM-St. Lou i s community are

i nvi ted to submi t the names of students whose efforts in the areas

Personal
DEAR LAURA, THIS LAST
YEAR HAS GONE BY SO
FAST. I LOVE YOU MORE
AND MORE EACH DAY. I
PROMISE YOU... ME! I
LOVE YOU. PAUL.

Dear Fiance, just to let y ou
know . I think you're
incredibly
aWe$9me!
Your Fiancee .

.STlJ>ENT AHA I RS AllARD

February 15, 1989.

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) . Delin·
quent
tax
property.
Repossessions. Call 805687-6000 Ext. GH-2166
for current repo li sl

. Are you pregnant and con·
sidering adoption? Our
happy family would love to
have a new baby join us.
Expenses pai d. Confident ial. For more information
a bo ut independent adop.tion, please call ou r attorney
collect
(408)
288- 7100 A149.

Aimee,
You
definitely
know how to raise my hormone production. You are
without a doubt one hot
vix·e n. Je ro me.

11 a m -4 pm Monday - Salurn.,· .
Offer exOlr'" February 16. 1989

BONANZAel
Sfrx,J.,.~ •. ~'SaJod

•

.

.....--,--

"
I

~------------------------------------~--------------------------------_.

SPIING IIIAI< WIII<IND
MAICH 17TH_19 TH

ITHREE DAYS

& TWO

NIGHTS ATTHE

I

Executive Ramada on Michigan Ave.
&:

Round Trip Transportation
On[y$109.00 per person
(Based on four per room)

I RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW! I

or

On[yS135.00 per person
(Based on two per room)

Stop by the Office of Student Activities
(Rm. 250 University Center)
A $50 per person deposit is required
when registering. and the balance is due by
Friday. February 13. 1989.

n~

Groups of four persons receive
•••• $5.00 DISCOUNT oer person· •••
wben registering together. (On{y $104 each)

.4P

.

University
Program
B oard

.
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February 8 th , 1989 at Noon

Summit Lounge

Musical Events
Arts & Lectures
Video Presentations
Special Events
Recreations & Travel
Exhibits & Displays
Promotions & Marketing

- FREE ADMISSION

fqr iriformation on how YOU can JUMP IN,
CHECI! IT OUT fn the Office of Student Activities
Rm 250 University Center
-:
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